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1. Introduction

The lines of the Russian folk song chosen as an epigraph for this article contain an interesting Russian verb nagljadet’sja, which defies translation into English due to its language and culture specificity. Here, I chose to translate this verb as ‘to feast one’s eyes on’ but true translational equivalence is not achieved. The chapter is devoted to the analysis of two Russian verbs expressing visual aesthetic appreciation: nagljadet’sja ‘to look at someone/something to complete satisfaction/feast one’s eyes on’ and ljubovat’sja ‘to admire/feast one’s eyes on’, both defying translation into English. These verbs provide a key to understanding folk aesthetics (Gladkova and Romero-Trillo 2014, forthcoming(a), forthcoming(b)) because they capture the desire and longing for something through looking—the primary sense of appreciation of what is considered ‘beautiful’. This study
also contributes to the area of ‘visual semantics’ (e.g. Wierzbicka 2005; Apresjan 2018; Levisen 2019) where linguistic and cultural variation is at an early stage of exploration.

The study will use data from the Russian National Corpus and will aim to provide semantic explications of these words in semantic primes as they are represented in the Natural Semantic Metalanguage (NSM) developed by Anna Wierzbicka and Cliff Goddard (Goddard and Wierzbicka 2002, 2014). Anna Wierzbicka has applied NSM to the study of Russian language and culture in her numerous publications (Wierzbicka 1972, 1990, 1992, 1997, 1998, 2002, 2009, 2011, 2012, among others). This chapter to a significant extent builds on Wierzbicka’s research in this area.

2. The semantics of nagljadet’sja

Nagljadet’sja belongs to a group of Russian verbs that share structural similarity (prefix na- and reflexive suffix -sja) as well as the meaning ‘to do something to the degree of complete satisfaction’ (Švedova 1980). Some examples of other verbs belonging to this group are: napit’sja ‘to drink enough’, naest’sja ‘to eat enough’, naslušat’sja ‘to listen enough’, naguljat’sja ‘to walk enough’, nakatat’sja ‘to talk enough’, naradovat’sja ‘to rejoice enough’, načitat’sja ‘to read enough’, naplakat’sja ‘to cry/whip enough’, nasmejat’sja ‘to laugh enough’, as well as others.

For nagljadet’sja, as well as other verbs in this group, it is difficult to identify equivalent verbs with exact meanings in English, which express completeness of an action as well as a degree of satisfaction on the part of the actor. Nagljadet’sja expresses satisfaction from looking at something.¹ In this regard, it is notable that the verbs expressing ‘seeing’ or ‘looking’ fall within the same group of verbs as ‘eating’, ‘drinking’, ‘walking’, ‘crying’, ‘laughing’ and ‘reading’. These verbs present activities that a person might want to do for existential need or pleasure and might want to do it for some time and achieve a degree of satisfaction from doing them. This fact emphasises the role of ‘seeing’ in human perception. Analysing it through

¹ Along with nagljadet’sja there is another verb with similar meaning—nasmotret’sja. They share morphological structure (prefix na- and suffix -sja), but differ slightly stylistically due to the difference of root verbs they derive from: gljadet’ and smotreť, both translating into English as ‘to look/see’. While the analysis of nasmotret’sja can be equally enlightening in terms of linguistic and cultural specificity of the semantics of visual aesthetics, we will ignore the analysis of nasmotret’sja due to space limit and focus on the meaning of nagljadet’sja.
the prism of language-based ‘folk aesthetics’, one might get important insights and understandings relevant to this salient human function (cf. Itier and Batty 2009; Hansen and Ji 2010).

*Nagljadet’sja*, as suggested by the Russian Grammar (Švedova 1980), has the meaning ‘to look at someone/something to the degree of complete satisfaction’. Interestingly, in actual use, the verb might have a slight variation in meaning depending on the structure and the context. Observations over corpus data suggest that when used in the past, the verb mainly refers to a negative experience and involves one looking at something to the degree that one does not want to do it anymore. Some contexts contain direct reference to some negative experience. In others, there is a hint of negativity that might be arising from the component of meaning implying satisfaction and not wanting to do it anymore. In this use, *nagljadet’sja* frequently collocates with adverbs expressing a high level of satisfaction: *vvolju, vdostal’, vdovol’,* all translating into English as (approximately) *enough, in full or in plenty.*

In certain contexts, the object or objects of observation and the associated emotions are clearly negative:

1. Ljudi *nagljadelis’* na vsevozmožnye akty žestokosti, svireposti …
   ‘People *have seen enough* acts of cruelty and ferocity …’

2. *Nagljadelis’* v gorode vsjakoj grjazi, načitalis’ knižek, vse uprostili i prišli, estestvenno, k vyvodu, čto nadobno stroit’ novyj mir.
   ‘[They] *have seen* all sorts of filth in the city, read books, simplified everything and consequently concluded that [they] need to build a new world.’

In numerous contexts the objects are not mentioned straightforwardly and involve words like *mnogoe* ‘a lot’, *raznoe* ‘different things’ and *vse* ‘everything’, thus indicating a great degree of experience, including both positive and negative, but mainly negative:

3. Poživ v Moskve, ona, pravda, na mnogoe *nagljadelas* …
   ‘Having lived in Moscow she *has seen* a lot …’
(4) Oni oba dolgie gody proveli v stalinskix lagerjax i nagljadelis’ mnogogo.
   ‘They both spent many years in Stalin’s camps and had seen a lot.’

(5) My ne sumasšedšie. My prosto vsego nagljadelis’.
   ‘We are not mad. We simply have seen all sorts of things.’

(6) Vsego nagljadelas’, ko vsemu privykla, daže k prestupnikam!
   ‘[I] have seen everything, got used to everything, even to criminals!’

Certain contexts do not necessarily involve an evaluation, but there is a possible interpretation of the situation as negative:

(7) … on otslužil v armii, a zaodno i vdovol’ nagljadelsja na kraski russkogo severa, poskol’ku načalas’ ego služba v Komi, a zakončilas’ pod Arxangel’skom …
   ‘… he had served in the army and had seen the colours of the Russian North a lot as his service started in Komi and ended near Arkhangels …’

The use that interests us most is the use of nagljadet’sja expressing a high degree of visual aesthetic appreciation. In this use, nagljadet’sja is used in constructions expressing modality:

*dat’ nagljadet’sja:* ‘let (someone) nagljadet’sja’ (as in the song quoted in the epigraph)
*ne moč’ nagljadet’sja:* ‘can not nagljadet’sja’
*ne nagljadet’sja:* ‘not nagljadet’sja’ ‘not be able to nagljadet’sja’
*nevozmožno nagljadet’sja:* ‘impossible to nagljadet’sja’

Let us consider some examples of such use from the corpus:

(8) … pjař’desjat let ja každyj den’ gljažu na Volgu i vse nagljadet’sja ne mogu.
   ‘… I have been looking at the Volga for fifty years and cannot see enough of it.’

(9) Skol’ko ja ni smotrju na ētot pejzaž – ne mogu nagljadet’sja.
   ‘No matter how much I look at this landscape, I can’t see enough of it.’
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(10) Potrjasennyj, ja **ne mog nagljadet’sja** na otkryvšujusja vzoru krasoty.
    ‘Stunned, I **could not see enough** of the beauty in front of my eyes.’

(11) Ona ljubit smotret’ na nizkie oblaka – **ne nagljadet’sja**.
    ‘She likes to look at low clouds; one **can’t see enough** of them.’

(12) Ne toropis’, vse budet. **Daj xot’ nagljadet’sja** na tebja …
    ‘Don’t be in a hurry, everything will happen. **Let** me at least **look** at you enough …’

In the second use in modal frames, the verb tends to be used with people and landscape or creations of nature as objects. It can also be used with objects created by people. In all cases, these objects are characterised by some special beauty or they are of particular value to the observer. For example, as in example (12), the object of admiration is someone’s dear relative or friend they haven’t seen for a long time.

A close link between the action **nagljadet’sja** and one’s close and dear people is well illustrated by its derivative **nenagljadnyj** (literally, ‘someone that one cannot look enough at’). It is an adjectival form which means ‘one’s dear/beloved person’. It is commonly used as an endearment form of address—moj/moja nenagljadnyj(-aja) ‘my dear/beloved’. This form fits well the value of warmth in interactions with close and dear people (Gladkova 2013a).

It is debatable whether there is enough justification to posit polysemy for **nagljadet’sja**. We would argue that despite the observed difference in use, it is unlikely that this difference is the case of polysemy (cf. Goddard 2009; Polguère 2018). Rather, we observe some different resonance due to the context and the tendency to occur in different structures. However, we will tentatively propose two different explications: one for the use in the past (as the invariant of meaning) and one in modal constructions.

The following explication\(^2\) can represent the invariant meaning of **nagljadet’sja**:\(^3\)

\(^2\) Presumably, this explication, with the change of the prototype verb can be extended to other Russian verbs expressing an action performed to the degree of complete satisfaction.

\(^3\) The explications proposed in this chapter use the semantic universal SEE. It is also possible that in certain contexts it would be preferable to use **to look** as a semantics molecule to reflect the intentional element of the seeing process. The relationship between SEE and **to look** is complex and requires further investigation (see Padučeva (2004) on the relationship between the Russian equivalents of **to see** and **to look**).
[A] \( \text{X nagljadelsja na Y} \) ‘X has seen enough of Y’

a. someone X saw someone/something Y for a long time
b. someone X saw someone/something Y many times
c. because of this, after this, X didn’t want to see someone/something Y anymore

When referring to events in the past, \( \text{nagljadet’sja} \) emphasises the idea of sufficiency of the action of ‘seeing’; it happens to the degree that one does not want to do it anymore. In many contexts, there is a shade of meaning of this action being unavoidable. However, it is unlikely that this component could be posited as part of meaning of the word; rather, it comes from the context.

For the use of \( \text{nagljadet’sja} \) in a modal frame we would propose the following explication:

[B] \( \text{X ne mog nagljadet’sja na Y} \) ‘X couldn’t look enough at Y’

a. someone X saw someone/something Y for a long time
b. someone X saw someone/something Y many times
c. someone X wanted to see someone/something Y more
   because when someone X sees someone/something Y,
someone X feels something very good
d. someone X felt something very good when someone X was doing it

This frame of use involves a prolonged process of looking at something or someone and also a desire to do it more. This desire is associated with inherent pleasure acquired from this process.

It might be illuminating to mention again morphological and structural similarity of \( \text{nagljadet’sja} \) with other Russian verbs, such as \( \text{napit’sja} \) ‘to drink till satisfaction’, \( \text{naest’sja} \) ‘to eat till satisfaction’, among others, which express actions that one wants to do till complete satisfaction. In this regard, seeing someone or something (usually for the sake of pleasure or satisfaction) is conceptualised as a kind of basic need along with eating or drinking.
3. The semantics of *ljubovat’sja*

We will now turn to the analysis of another Russian verb expressing aesthetic admiration and appreciation: *ljubovat’sja* ‘to admire/feast one’s eyes on’. Etymologically it relates to the verb *ljubit’* ‘to like/love’, therefore one can interpret its meaning as ‘to like something by looking at it’. Jurij Apresjan describes *ljubovat’sja* as:

> a controlled prolonged action, in the process of which the gaze can be gliding from one detail of the object to the other; this movement of the eyes can be accompanied by bending of the head, mimics, etc. (2004: 527)

Importantly, this process brings pleasure to the observer.

As it is the case with *nagljadet’sja*, *ljubovat’sja* defies translation into English. The English verb *to admire*, its closest equivalent, is broader in use. The expressions like *I admire your sense of humour* or *I admire your strength* would be more suitable to translate with the verb *vosxiščat’sja*. Also, *to admire* can extend to hearing and smell, while *ljubovat’sja* is strictly limited to seeing. Another possible translation of *ljubovat’sja*—‘to feast one’s eyes on’—is a metaphoric expression and has more limited use in English than *ljubovat’sja* does in Russian. The suggested difference in conceptualisation between the two languages emphasises the role of linguistic influence in the conceptualisation of senses and their relationship to aesthetic appreciation (Iordanskaja 1979; Wierzbicka 2010; Gladkova and Romero-Trillo 2014; see also Ye 2007). While this point requires further investigation, it is possible to hypothesise that Russian suggests a sharper distinction between ‘senses’ than English does and ‘seeing’ occupies a clearly ‘leading’ role among other ways of perception.

*Ljubovat’sja* is a process taking place over some time, it cannot be momentary. Looking at something or someone brings satisfaction to the person. The objects of *ljubovat’sja* can be quite diverse—people and parts of their bodies, elements of nature and landscapes, objects produced by people as well as people’s actions. I will provide examples from the corpus to illustrate each of the uses:

**Nature and landscape:**

(13) Egor stal *ljubovat’sja* pejzažem.

‘Egor was admiring the landscape.’
(14) Paroxod otxodil tol’ko noč’ju, a ja, vzjav bilet, sel, ožidaja pribytija paroxoda, na vysokom beregu, ljubovalsja Volgoj, zaxodjaščim solncem, večernim nebom.

‘The ship was leaving only in the evening; after buying the ticket I sat on the bank admiring the Volga, the sunset and the evening sky while waiting for the ship.’

(15) Ej vsego-to i hotelos’ – ljubovat’sja krasivymi rastenijami, uxaživat’ za nimi, trogat’ inogda rukami i vdyxat’ ix zapaxi …

‘All she wanted was to admire beautiful plants, look after them, sometimes touch them and inhale their smell …’

People and parts of their body:

(16) I moej babuške bylo prijatno, vsjakoj materi prijatno, kogda ljubujutsja ee rebenkom.

‘It was pleasing to my grandmother, like to any mother, when her child is being admired.’

(17) Stoja na beregu ruč’ja, ja ljubovalsja djadej i ego lošad’ju.

‘Standing on the bank of the creek I was admiring my uncle and his horse.’

(18) Ja dolgo ljubovalsja ego licom, krotkim i jasnym, kak večernee nebo.

‘I was admiring his face for a long time, meek and clear like evening sky.’

(19) Každyj raz, kogda on prixodil, ja ljubovalsja na ego ruki.

‘Every time he came I was admiring his hands.’

People’s actions:

(20) Kogda byval v nastroenii i delal čto-to putnoe, na nego nel’zja bylo ne ljubovat’sja.

‘When he was in good mood and did something worthwhile, it was impossible not to admire him.’
Ljubujas’ dočer’ju, on smejalsja, gljadja, kak ona lovko laviruet meždu poklonnikami, ne podozrevajuščimi o suščestvovanii drug druga.

‘Admiring his daughter he laughed seeing how skilfully she was manoeuvring between her admirers who did not suspect about the existence of each other.’

 Objects:

I posle obeda my ljubovalis’ kovrami.

‘After lunch we admired the carpets.’

Takie 3D-kartiny pritjagivajut vzgljad, xočetsja postojanno ljubovat’sja imi, čtoby obresti duševnoe ravnovesie i spokojstvie.

‘Such 3D pictures attract the eye; one want to constantly admire them in order to achieve spiritual balance and calm.’

Šmelev (2005a: 454) argues that ljubovat’sja occupies a special place in the Russian value system because, overall, the Russian language encodes a negative attitude to gaining and experiencing pleasure. However, ljubovat’sja is an exceptional type of pleasure that is encouraged by public opinion because it is a ‘selfless’ aesthetic pleasure. In this regard, Zalizniak and Šmelev (2004: 210) also note that ljubovat’sja would not be applicable to a person gaining pleasure from looking through a pornographic magazine.

Undoubtedly, ljubovat’sja is associated with positive value. It indicates pleasure derived from looking at something and implies beauty of the object. As a general cultural rule, ljubovat’sja is an accepted action. However, in the situation of gender relations, one might want to not demonstrate it openly because it signals one’s admiration. Some contexts from the corpus point to that:

Valentina Ivanovna daže slegka ustranilas’ ot del i ljubovalas’ so storony Ėdikom-Siloj.

‘Valentina Ivanovna even briefly put aside her job to admire Edik from the side.’

Ljudmila, otkrovenno ljubujas’ nežnym rumjancem, prisuščim vsem ryžim ljudjam, ne otpuskala ego podborodka …

‘Ludmilla openly admiring the tender blush characteristic of all red-haired people, did not leave his chin …’
We will attempt the following explication of *ljubovat’sja*:

[C] *X ljubovalsja Y* ‘person X was admiring Y’

a. someone X saw someone/something Y for some time, not a short time
b. someone X wanted to do it
c. when someone X was doing it,
   someone X wanted to see many parts of someone/something Y
   someone X wanted to see someone/something Y well
d. when someone X was doing it, someone X couldn’t not feel something very good
   like people can’t not feel something very good at some times
   when they see some things
e. someone X thought something very good about someone/something Y

This explication captures that *ljubovat’sja* is a prolonged and intentional process (components a and b) which involves looking at the object in detail (component c). This process brings pleasure to the observer (component d) that is akin to ‘aesthetic’ admiration and involves a positive evaluation of the object (component e).

In the semantics of both verbs it is interesting to observe an overlap with the meaning of *krasivyj* ‘beautiful’ (Gladkova and Romero-Trillo 2014; Gladkova forthcoming). *Krasivyj* implies an absolute characteristic. This quality is absolute in the sense that looking at the object should bring pleasure regardless of personal preferences of the observer. In Gladkova and Romero-Trillo (2014) the relevant component is formulated as ‘this someone can’t not feel something very good because of this, like people can’t not feel something very good at some times when they see some things’. This component is explicit in the meaning of *ljubovat’sja*, thus making it a verb of aesthetic appreciation. This difference is blurred in the case of *nagljadet’sja* in the sense that this word denotes primarily personal pleasure derived from looking at someone or something that might or might not be ‘beautiful’.
4. Discussion and conclusions

This work presented the analysis of two Russian verbs of visual aesthetic appreciation—*nagljadiťsja* and *ljubovatśja*. It demonstrated that *nagljadiťsja* involves looking at someone or something to the degree of complete satisfaction. We observe some difference in the use of the verb. In the past use, it mainly refers to a negative or neutral experience. Its use in the frame expressing modality is of particular interest to us, where it conveys a high degree of pleasure derived from looking at someone or something and the desire to continue doing it longer. *Ljubovatśja* expresses a desired, controlled and concentrated action, which involves looking attentively at someone or something for some time. This process also brings pleasure and involves a positive evaluation of the object.

While there is no scope in this chapter for a full-fledged cross-cultural and cross-linguistic analysis that could bring light on cultural characteristics and diversity in this area, it is possible to make some observations about specificity of the lexicon in question and set a possible agenda for future research in the domain of aesthetics-related visual semantics.

To start with, it is possible to consider the semantics of the verbs in question against several Russian ‘cultural themes’, which have mainly been described by Wierzbicka.

First, the verbs of ‘aesthetic appreciation’ discussed in this chapter relate to the general theme of ‘open’ and ‘sincere’ expression of emotion. Wierzbicka (2002) formulates relevant scripts as follows:

[people think like this:]

it is good if a person wants to say to other people what this person thinks (feels)

it is bad if a person says to other people that this person thinks (feels) something if it is not true

it is good if a person wants other people to know what this person thinks (feels)

In some regard, the verbs in question denote a desire to look at someone/ something as a demonstration of a genuine and spontaneous positive attitude and this desire is openly shown as the conducted analysis suggests.
Second, the role of ‘desire’ to look at someone or something for aesthetic pleasure is quite prominent in the semantics of the verbs in question. These elements of meaning can be associated with the theme of a ‘strong’ desire, discussed by Wierzbicka in relation to the role of gorjačij ‘hot’ in Russian conceptualisation of feelings and desires (Wierzbicka 2009). She formulates a relevant cultural script as follows (Wierzbicka 2009: 430):

[people think like this:]

it is good if someone can think like this about some things:

   ‘something very good can happen
   I want it to happen
   I want it very much’

it is good if this someone feels something because of this

   like people feel when they want something very much

Third, the analysis of these verbs makes it possible to relate their meanings to other Russian cultural themes. Primarily, it is a special role of human relations and warmth in interactions with close and dear people (Wierzbicka 1997, 2002; Gladkova 2010, 2013a, 2013b; Larina 2015; Larina et al. 2017). As it has been observed, the words under analysis might have close people as objects; that is, someone whom one wants to see for a long time. At the same time, the verb nagljadet’sja is an interesting example of encoding an action performed ‘to the full’ that correlates with the cultural theme of ‘doing things to the full or extreme’ (Šmelev 2005b).

Fourth, the Russian verbs can also be discussed in the light of the tendency of openly telling another person what would be good or not to do (Wierzbicka 2011, 2012). This could be interpreted as ‘putting pressure’ from the point of view of Anglo culture, but it does not have this implication in Russian. A request daj mne nagljadet’sja na tebja (‘let me look enough at you’) might sound imposing from an Anglo perspective. However, from the point of view of Russian culture, it does not have such implication because it is primarily interpreted in view of expressing positive feelings among close people.

It is also notable that the Russian verbs in question defy translation into English. This might suggest that aesthetic admiration and appreciation is an important cultural theme in Russian. It testifies itself in the fact that such kind of admiration can be expressed and is encouraged to be expressed.
When it comes to exploring cultural diversity, it would be interesting to consider what standards of ‘beauty’ in terms of human body and clothes are, as well as nature (e.g. Bromhead 2011, 2018; Romero-Trillo and Espigares 2012; Lišaev 2015). This can lead us to the issue of cultural difference in the arena of non-verbal communication and different attitudes to gazing at someone or something for a prolonged time.

With a brief reference to possible English translational equivalents of the verbs in question, we could observe difference in the role of senses in aesthetic appreciation. The Russian verbs under analysis have a distinct reference to vision as a primary source of aesthetic pleasure. The difference in distinction and separation of senses for Russian and English has been observed earlier (Iordanskaja 1979; Wierzbicka 2010) and in particular in relation to aesthetic appreciation (Gladkova and Romero-Trillo 2014; Gladkova forthcoming). Russian seems to differentiate more distinctly than English does the role of senses in aesthetic appreciation, assigning ‘seeing’ a particularly prominent role. To put it differently, Russian associates aesthetic pleasure mainly with seeing and hearing, while in English this type of pleasure more easily extends to all senses. This indicates a further need of exploration of the field of aesthetics in relation to different senses.

Overall, the study supports the need for further investigation in the field of folk aesthetics and understanding how different languages conceptualise human aesthetic experience. The study of visual semantics and in particular aesthetics of visual semantics cannot be exhausted by the study of words as such, but it would require a development of cultural scripts and rules associated with appreciation of ‘beautiful’ and attitudes to ‘ugly’. Tentatively, the data analysed in this chapter support the ideas expressed earlier in the literature (Levontina 2004; Zalizniak and Šmelev 2004; Šmelev 2005a) that aesthetic appreciation occupies a special role in the Russian linguistic world view and might suggest the existence of the following cultural script in Russian culture:

[many people think like this:]

it can be good if someone can’t not feel something very good when this someone sees someone/something

like people can’t not feel something very good when they see something

it can be good if someone wants to see this someone/something for some time
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